First of all, I would like to say that I support to add such a new block and encode some so-called ゲ巴文字. The necessity to digitize them does exist. But some of the characters in L2/24–125 may be a little bit questionable. I would like to devide my comments into five sections:

- **Single-source characters**
- **Cursive forms**
- **Similar shapes with Han Ideographs**
- **Whether to use combining marks**
- **About the script properties**

**Single-source characters**

29 out of 51 characters (56.86%) in that proposal have a gray background, which means they could only be found in a single source. These characters are the most questionable ones. Everyone owns her/his right of publication, and if someone selfly created a ゲ巴文字 in her/his published book, will we really accept it to be included in Unicode?

Of course, I am not doubting that those characters in the figures were selfly created by the writers, but some extra evidences may be needed to prove that they are indeed being used or have indeed been used in practice. For example, Fig.11 shows lots of characters which are considered to be 一九六五～一九七五年度頃の略字 (abbreviated characters between 1965 and 1975), then we may need some materials during those ten years, either printed or hand-written, as a circumstantial evidence, otherwise we may probably not accept them to be encoded.

**Cursive forms**

Generally, Unicode encodes **characters** but not **glyphs**. Although Hiragana and Katakana are also derived from Han Ideographs, they are considered as different scripts from Han script as a common understanding. However, U+1AF90..U+1AF92 (perspectively the cursive form of 御, 前 and 捕) in that proposal do not look like a new script but only the cursive form of Han script. From the figures we could know that they are only used in hand-written texts but no printed text uses such forms. Moreover, U+1AF90 is marked as “some variants exist” which shows that even the glyph is not stable. No matter how com-
mon the usage is, whether to encode such a hand–written only stylistic variant may need further investigation.

In addition, many people also write the character 的 in a cursive form in Chinese texts, because it has too many strokes as an extremely commonly used character. I have seen many such examples in my daily life, but I do not deliberately take photos, so I found some examples on the Internet instead, as shown below:

![Image of Chinese text]

Fig.1  https://bajijiaho.baidu.com/s?id=1671455430525460287
Fig.2  http://image.baidu.com/search/detail?word=...
有些事情，当下经历的时候觉得它无比重要，不觉得有半点闪失，否则天就会塌下来。

可是很久很久之后回忆起来，关于它的记忆竟是这样的模糊，它留给我们的无论结果还是结果，都不再像当初我们以为的那样决定命运。

就像高远，当时以为它就是一座山，可是千辛万苦翻过之后，才走几步，却发现山外有山。
站在这里，我突然领悟，为什么中
石头城的四行诗会在人们心中形成那么
大诗人居易的话都说“老知后之诗人，
四行诗是："山围故国周遭在，潮

Fig.4  https://image.baidu.com/search/detail?word=...
Even if some of the strokes are joined-up, except for 的, almost all the characters have a relatively clear structure, especially in Fig.5; 的 is so cursive that it becomes only two strokes. In comparison, the left part of 的 (i.e. 白) also appears in Fig.1, Fig.4 and Fig.5, you can see the obvious difference. However, nobody thinks that such a cursive structure is “another character” and should be encoded separately.

Similar shapes with Han Ideographs

U+1AFB5 (⿺辶チ) and U+1AFB6 (⿺辶ト) in that proposal have the similar shape with U+8FC1 (迁) and 固辶ト (Currently unencoded, both used in ancient China as a
Liding character and in Japan as a Kokuji). This may confuse the users. Currently, U+8FC1 is supported on all the devices with the default fonts, in comparison, 𭐖 may be supported several years after being included in Unicode, if the users do exist, they may probably prefer using U+8FC1 than the newly encoded non-BMP character for years. Besides, people may use the similar shape to deceive people, which is similar to something like “unicode.org” (two cyrillic letter o are used here). This was a true occurrence that a trending topic on Weibo used U+2F0A (ゥ) instead of U+5165 (𱣗) to make the search engines unable to match the normally input sequences. Maybe we need a further discussion on whether and how to unify these kind of characters to Han Ideographs.

My personal opinion on this question is that, to encode Han–Latin Ideographs and Han–Hiragana Ideographs to the new block, but to encode Han–Katakana Ideographs and Han–Hangul Ideographs to CJKUI. Different from Hiragana which is derived from the cursive style (草書) of Han Ideographs, Katakana is derived from the regular style (楷書) of Han Ideographs. The strokes of the Katakana characters are very close to Han Ideographs; and we have already encoded so many Han–Katakana Ideographs in CJKUI blocks. Same for the Han–Hangul Ideographs that we have already encoded so many Han–Hangul Ideographs in CJKUI blocks, and note that, a T–source ideograph U+20B9D (𭐖) which is currently not listed in UTN#43 also comes from Hangul (the whole syllable 𭐖) according to its pronunciation and the usage as a person’s name.

Whether to use combining marks

The only difference between U+1AFAC (𭐖) and U+1AFAE (𭐖) in that proposal is the kana voicing mark (铋, U+3099). Do we have to consider to encode 𭐖 as a sequence (i.e. 𭐖 with the kana voicing mark)?

Firstly, based on the discussion history of U+318D7 (𭐖), we could see that the original evidence contains a combining mark on the top–right corner of the ideograph. That combining mark is a stylistic variant of U+16FF1 (铋). At the beginning, the glyph in the draft codecharts contained that mark, but it was removed after the discussion — in conclusion, it was encoded as a sequence U+318D7 U+16FF1.

Secondly, the kana voicing mark is not solely used with Hiragana and Katakana. We can see the usage with Bopomofo (to indicate some voiced initials in some dialects), as well as the usage with Han Ideographs:
In Fig.6, the kana voicing mark is used with the Han Ideograph 不 to indicate that its pronunciation should be ふ instead of a normal ふ. The context is 不儀理不行義, so it must be a Han Ideograph 不 but not a Hiragana ふ.

From these two examples, we may consider to encode the characters without the kana voicing mark. Also for U+1AFA8 (言ギ), U+1AFB8 (寸) and U+1AFB9 (ド).

About the script properties

For such kind of Hybrid−script Ideographs, we may need to discuss about the script properties in Unicode if to be encoded. My suggestion is that, all of them should have Script=“Common”, and Script_Extension=“Hani Latn” or “Hani Hira” or “Hani Kana” or “Hang Hani”.

(End of document)